PRESS RELEASE

EPOS: Introducing its first wireless neckband
headset for the modern-day workforce
March 2, 2020: The newly established audio brand, EPOS, today
announces the launch of a co-branded EPOS | SENNHEISER product
range, with the ADAPT 400 Series — introducing its first-ever wireless
neckband headset — forming an integral part of the exciting new line-up.
A lightweight yet high performance headset that matches the needs of
the flexible, modern-day workforce, the ADAPT 400 Series supports
EPOS’ mission to deliver premium audio experiences through highquality technology and contemporary design.
Meeting the needs of the modern workforce
As the new premium audio brand on the market and part of the Demant
Group building on 115 years’ experience in innovation and sound, EPOS
launches a headset that supports its mission in delivering superior audio
quality and performance in sleek, stylish form factors. Today's modern
professionals require versatile, lightweight headsets that can switch
easily between devices both when working at home and in the office,
and the ADAPT 400 Series meets the demands, all while demonstrating
class-leading performance as a premium wireless neckband headset.

“The ADAPT 400 Series is a key component
of this new product line-up. Inspired by and
designed for the travelling professional who
requires a headset with a lightweight, highly
portable form factor, the ADAPT 400 Series
is the perfect match. However, the headset
isn’t solely designed for convenience, it
also provides a perfect combination of
style, connectivity and clear audio which will
empower the wearer, whatever their task.”
Theis Moerk Vice President of
Product Management, Enterprise Solutions
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The ADAPT 400 Series boasts a number of features, which match the
demands of the always-connected modern worker. As the discreet
alternative for busy professionals who don’t necessarily want a full overthe-ear headset, the ADAPT 400 Series enhances concentration and
productivity at all times thanks to an advanced four microphone Active
Noise Cancellation (ANC) system. Additionally, multi-point connectivity
enables hassle-free device compatibility, as users can pair two Bluetooth®
devices simultaneously for even greater flexibility. Depending on the
user’s need and preference, the ADAPT 400 Series comes in two
versions; the UC optimized ADAPT 460, and the ADAPT 460T that
is undergoing certification for Microsoft Teams for an intuitive and
streamlined experience – activation couldn’t be easier, as users can
launch the app instantly via a dedicated button on the headset.
Crafted to perfection
Designed to be highly durable without compromising on its premium look
and feel, the ADAPT 400 Series is ideal for the on-the-go professional
looking for a single headset to satisfy all needs, whether working at home or
out and about, which marries superior audio performance with impeccable
style. With 14 hours’ talk time, the headset boasts an ultra-lightweight
construction, meaning it’s still comfortable even at the end of a busy
day. With its microphones placed in the neckbank itself, the ADAPT 400
Series offers a versatile choice of single or double-sided usage of the
earbuds, giving professionals multiple fitting options for excellent seal
throughout the day. Additionally, with subtle vibrations for incoming calls
and other notifications, professionals can ensure they never miss a call
and can stay on top of their workload, no matter where they are.

About EPOS
EPOS is an audio and video solution company developing
and selling devices for business professionals and the gaming
community. Based on leading and advanced technologies,
the Danish founded company delivers high-end audio and
video solutions with design, technology and performance as
paramount parameters.
The establishment of EPOS is based on the decision to let the
business segments of the joint venture – known as Sennheiser
Communications – between Sennheiser Electronic GmbH & Co. KG
and Demant A/S evolve in different set-ups. Alongside the
introduction of a new own-branded portfolio, EPOS continues
to sell the current Sennheiser Communications portfolio
co-branded as EPOS I SENNHEISER.
EPOS is part of the Demant Group – a world-leading audio and
hearing technology group. As such, it builds on more than 115 years
of experience of working with innovation and sound. With head
quarters in Copenhagen, Denmark, EPOS operates in a global
market with offices and partners in more than 30 countries.

Find more information at eposaudio.com

Learn more about ADAPT 400 here
Learn more about the ADAPT Line here

Availability and price
ADAPT 460 Product availability: April 28th, 2020
ADAPT 460T Product availability: Certification in Progress
The ADAPT 460 and 460T MSRP: €299 | $329 | £259
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